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Bleach zanpakuto rebellion episodes list

in: Episodes, Anime Only Episodes Share A New Enemy! Zanpakutō is the twenty-thirtyth episode of bleach anime. A mysterious Zanpakutō soul named Muramasa frees the souls of many Zanpakutō from their swords and attacks the Soul Society. In summary Haineko became restless while waiting in the cave of the Zanpakutō souls. In a candle-lit cave, several Zanpakutō souls
sat around. Jumping off a rock, Haineko wondered how long they would have to stay here and said she was bored before declaring she would look out. Hebi observes a frog. Sode no Shirayuki stated that this was not a good idea, causing other Zanpakutō spirits to express surprise. When Sode no Shirayuki pointed out how not everyone came, Haineko objected to this by asking
her who the others were. Kazeshini suggested that he handle the situation on his own. When Hebi cheerfully observes a frog, Sode no Shirayuki admits she is unsure about this. Laughing, Kazeshini claimed the size of their group did not matter and wondered if he should go out and handle this on his own, prompting Hōzukimaru to tell him silence before ingging into everything as
stupid. Flying over Hōzukimaru, Suzumebachi agreed and claimed an impatient man was very unsupervited when a door opened. Muramasa goes down a staircase, prompting Tobiume to greet him, and says he has brought them a new friend. Hyōrinmaru to the cave of the Zanpakutō souls. Muramasa put her hand on Tobiume's shoulder and told her to take care of the new
person before continuing to walk down the stairs towards the rest of the Zanpakutō Spirit. Suzumebachi flies beside Haineko as the new person enters the light, revealing himself as Hyōrinmaru. When Suzumebachi notes that he is attractive, Haineko tells Muramasa to be honest with her and asks how long he will wait here, prompting Muramasa to say Haineko will have to wait a
little longer before revealing their remaining teammates will soon join them. Ichigo is noticed and confused by Zangetsu being able to hear something he cannot in his inner world. When Haineko began to protest, Muramasa walked up to her and put her hand on her face, causing Haineko to freeze on the spot. Muramasa curls his fingers and declares the era of the Shinigami to
come to an end. Meanwhile, in Ichigo Kurosaki's inner world, Zangetsu calls Ichigo, who is sleeping next to a skyscraper. When Zangetsu asks if he can hear it, Ichigo wakes up and gets up while wondering why he is here. Zangetsu stated that Ichigo must be able to hear it, prompting Ichigo to ask if Zangetsu mentions his own voice, which he can hear. When Zangetsu denies this
and says that this is not what it means, a confused Ichigo looks around and apologizes before saying he can't hear anything Byakuya accompanied Renji at the 6th Division barracks. Ichigo asks Zangetsu what he is talking about, but Zangetsu tells him to forget it, prompting Ichigo to say that he can't forget it now. When Zangetsu does not answer, Ichigo told him to answer him.
Elsewhere, 6th Lieutenant Renji Abarai jumped into the air and released Zanpakutō, Zabimaru, before attacking his captain, Byakuya Kuchiki. Intercepted with his sword, Byakuya moves away with Shunpo as zabimaru's segments grind on his blade. Byakuya appears behind Renji and slashes at him, forcing Renji to block before pushing Byakuya's blade away. Byakuya released
his Zanpakutō, Senbonzakura, in response to Renji's release of his own Zanpakutō. Renji attacks Byakuya again, and as they wrestle in the air, Renji pushes Byakuya away, causing byakuya to fall to the ground below. When he falls, Byakuya releases Zanpakutō, his Senbonzakura, and has blade petals moving towards Renji as some Shinigami watch on the ground express
surprise. When the petals push him back, Renji activates his Bankai, Hihiō Zabimaru, creating a large explosion of red smoke. As Byakuya landed on the ground below, 8th Team Captain Shunsui Kyōraku and Lieutenant Nanao Ise watched from the sidelines. Smoke clears hihiō Zabimaru, roaring, as Renji lands on the ground in front of another Shinigami cheer. Senbonzakura
Kageyoshi injured Byakuya by cutting his wrists with his arm without any advance warning. Byakuya activates his Bankai, Senbonzakura Kageyoshi, by dropping his sword, which stages to the ground, and asks if Renji has forgotten. Byakuya says Senbonzakura moves twice as fast if he controls it manually before noting Renji's sluggish Bankai is not suitable for it. As Byakuya
prepares to attack, Muramasa tells someone to hear his voice, causing one of the blade petals to slit Byakuya's wrist. Seeing byakuya's surprise, Renji prepared to attack, prompting Byakuya to send Senbonzakura Kageyoshi towards him. When Renji jumped into the air, Byakuya told Senbonzakura Kageyoshi to follow him, only for Renji to protect Hihiō Zabimaru from the petals
before using Taihō Hikōtsu. Byakuya abruptly ends the match after his and Renji's Bankai clash. When Hihiō Zabimaru penetrates the petals, its segments are separated when it shoots a wide plume of red energy at Byakuya, who has senbonzakura Kageyoshi form several giant blades in front to stop the attack. The energy beam explodes on impact, causing another shinigami to
be present to protect itself from powerful shock waves. Landing on the ground, a chuckling Renji rubs his chin and expresses surprise at Byakuya using his Bankai. Byakuya reforms his sword and ends the fight when Renji walks up to him and asks him if something's wrong. Byakuya denies this, which is confusing as Shunsui clapped. Byakuya decides to leave after the training
session. Shunsui approaches Byakuya and Renji while declaring their training session very interesting. 13th Division Captain Jūshirō Ukitake stepped up and agreed before noting that Renji's skills had improved. When Renji thanked Ukitake, Byakuya turned away. When Renji expressed interest, Byakuya looked over his shoulder and said that this would be all for today, prompting
Renji to thank him and say that he appreciated the opportunity to fight Byakuya. When Ukitake expresses interest, Byakuya asks them to forgive him and leave. Shunsui scratched his chin and wondered what was wrong. Hitsugaya enters her inner world in preparation for communicating with Hyōrinmaru. Elsewhere, as small ice cubes swirled into the sky, 10th Division Captain
Tōshirō Hitsugaya held his sword in front of him as nearby trees frozen snakes. The ground at Hitsugaya's feet was covered in ice when Hitsugaya uttered Zanpakutō's name, Hyōrinmaru, before pointing the blade aside as the area around him disappeared. A powerful tornado swirled around Hitsugaya when his Zanpakutō dissipated, and Hyōrinmaru flew down from the sky in his
spiritual form. When Hyōrinmaru landed in front of him, Hitsugaya asked him what was wrong with him, but Hyōrinmaru did not answer, causing Hitsugaya to put his hand towards him. An irritated Rangiku tries to communicate with Haineko, but receives no answer although she does her best to make her voice heard. Leaning towards Hitsugaya, Hyōrinmaru glows brightly and
crumbles, leaving a shocked Hitsugaya holding her Zanpakutō closed. When Hitsugaya wondered what had happened, the area around him returned to normal when a book crashed through a nearby window. 10th Division Lieutenant Rangiku Matsumoto angrily told someone to come out, causing Hitsugaya to turn toward the window and appear uncomfortable. Inside the nearby
building, Rangiku stabbed her Zanpakutō to the floor and told Haineko to come out. As she moves around the room, Rangiku asks Haineko if she ignores her and wonderes if Haineko thinks she will allow this kind of behavior. Hitsugaya opens the door and tries to attract Rangiku's attention, but Rangiku tells Haineko that she should observe her before asking if she listens. Momo
and Isane welcome Hitsugaya and Rangiku in the middle of their conversation. Saying she was crazy, Rangiku sat on a couch and declared Haineko lazy, moody and uncomfortable. When Rangiku said Haineko was a useless Zanpakutō, Hitsugaya appeared behind her and shouted her name, prompting Rangiku's shock reaction. Hitsugaya asked Rangiku why she was
screaming, prompting Rangiku to tell him not to scare her like this before saying that she was having a friendly conversation with her Zanpakutō Soul, which annoyed Hitsugaya. 4th Division Lieutenant Isane Kotetsu asks Hitsugaya and Rangiku for forgiveness the library opens, revealing Isane and 5th Division Lieutenant Momo Hinamori, who greets Rangiku and Hitsugaya. Isane
checks out Haineko while discussing the conversation between Haineko and Rangiku. When Rangiku greets Isane and Momo, Hitsugaya asks Momo why she refuses to call him Captain Hitsugaya. Rangiku asks Isane and Momo what brings them here, causing Momo to give her a piece of paper before saying that this is a special announcement informing a meeting of lieutenants.
When Rangiku thanked her, Momo turned to Hitsugaya and asked him what was wrong, prompting Hitsugaya to ask if she had somewhere. Isane looks at Haineko and asks Rangiku what she is doing here. Saying that she is talking to her Zanpakutō Soul, Rangiku says that they must hone their skills as their enemies constantly become more skillful before expressing irritation to
Haineko and revealing that she refuses to manifest herself. Momo explains the trusting relationship she shares with Tobiume. When Rangiku said Haineko could be very upset, Momo expressed shock and said Rangiku should not talk about her Zanpakutō Spirit like this before asking her to forgive her more for it. Noting that Tobiume was worried about her when she was at her
lowest point, Momo revealed that this was when she realized she was never alone. When Hitsugaya asked Momo if this meant she had also drive her Zanpakutō Spirit crazy, Isane stepped forward and revealed Itegumo had been slow to react in the past few days before saying that this had never happened before. Hitsugaya's eyes widen in amazement when Rangiku says Isane
is lucky that it only happens now, as it is constant with Haineko. A blushing Hitsugaya tries to ignore his favorite dish offered to him. Isane said she was worried because this was the first time Hitsugaya had started walking away. When Momo asks where he's going, Hitsugaya asks her where she thinks he's going and says he's still on duty. Momo reveals they brought some sweet
baked bean desserts they received from 4th Team Captain Retsu Unohana, causing Hitsugaya to blush as Isane fumbled with the box she was carrying. When Rangiku said that they should take a break from tea, as desserts were Hitsugaya's favorite food, Hitsugaya regained her composure and left when Rangiku called him. As he walked down the hallway, Hitsugaya recalled
Hyōrinmaru breaking down and wondering what this meant. Chōjirō appeared behind Yamamoto in response to someone coming to his office. At the seireitei center, Katen Kyōkotsu, Minazuki, and Sōgyo no Kotowari arrive at the 1st Division barracks. Katen Kyōkotsu's tall woman claimed they had arrived at the destination because Sōgyo no Kotowari said they should start. In his
office, Captain-Commander Genryūsai Shigekuni Yamamoto writes at his desk before looking up. Yamamoto tells someone to reveal when the door opened, 1st Division Lieutenant Chōjirō Sasakibe appeared behind Yamamoto with Shunpo before nodding. Chōjirō stood up and stepped forward with his hand on his Zanpakutō before asking to know who was there. A Jigokuchō
flies over Suì-Fēng and Ōmaeda as they walk down the hall. As Chōjirō looked into the hall, Yamamoto's eyes widen in amazement. Elsewhere, a Jigokuchō flies through the air as the second Jigokuchō flies past 2nd Division Captain Suì-Fēng and her lieutenant, Marechiyo Ōmaeda. Unohana noted that it was an emergency summons when Isane held a third Jigokuchō in her
hand. When Lieutenant Tetsuzaemon Iba asked his captain, Sajin Komamura, what could happen at this hour of the night, a fourth Jigokuchō flew over the 3rd Seat of the 11th Division Ikkaku Madarame and 5th Seat Yumichika Ayasegawa, who had previously expressed confusion. The fifth Jigokuchō landed on Rangiku's knee surprisingly. Renji calls Byakuya when he realizes
they are being summoned. Hitsugaya looked at Jigokuchō in amazement when the sixth Jigokuchō flew over Byakuya and Renji, who noted that they were all summoned before calling Byakuya. As the seventh Jigokuchō flew towards the moon, some Shinigami gathered atop Sōkyoku Hill. Ukitake tells Komamura that he received the same urgent message when Hitsugaya and
Rangiku appeared in front of them with Shunpo, with Hitsugaya asking them what he had missed. When Ukitake greets him, Hitsugaya asks him if he knows what's going on and why they were called here. Ukitake admitted he was unsure before saying no one else seemed to know about the meeting ahead of time. Shunsui notes the interesting kind of Shinigami who was
summoned without explanation for Sōkyoku Hill by Yamamoto tonight. When Ukitake starts saying something, Hitsugaya asks him what's wrong with him. Rangiku noticed Rukia Kuchiki standing nearby. When Rukia returned, Rangiku walked up to her and asked Rukia if she had been summoned. Confirming this, Rukia said she received the call as others did before admitting she
wasn't sure why. Shunsui stated that it was an interesting group before asking Ikkaku and Yumichika if they were filling in for 11th Division Captain Kenpachi Zaraki, prompting Ikkaku to admit they had never had to represent Kenpachi before. Yumichika reveals kenpachi and 11th Division Lieutenant Yachiru Kusajishi are currently away, so they have no choice if Shunsui orders
them to stay and listen. When Shunsui asks Ikkaku and Yumichika where kenpachi and Yachiru go, Yumichika says he is unsure before noting it happens frequently. Chōjirō suddenly collapsed after appearing before the Shinigami on Sōkyoku Hill. 12th Division captain Mayuri Kurotsuchi asked those gathered if none of them knew why send them all at such an unreasonable hour,
prompting Renji to declare this to be uncomfortable say that fog is an obstacle. As the fog thickened, the ropes on the bridge connecting Sōkyoku Hill to the main building creaking as someone passed through it. The fog cleared as those gathered turned to see Chōjirō with his arms outstretched. When Lieutenant Kira Izuru asked him what was going on and where Yamamoto was,
Chōjirō collapsed. As Izuru, Momo, and Lieutenant Shūhei Hisagi of the 9th Division fled to Chōjirō, Ōmaeda turned to Suì-Fēng, who told him to sweep the area and stay awake. Muramasa appeared before Gotei 13 on Sōkyoku Hill and revealed Yamamoto would not be joining them tonight. Renji looked around when Isane told Unohana that Chōjirō had suffered a cardiac arrest.
When Unohana told Isane to start resuscitating her, Muramasa inhaled the mockery, causing Ukitake and Hitsugaya to return to the surprise. When the moonlight reveals his face, Muramasa says Yamamoto will not join them tonight, prompting Hitsugaya to ask Muramasa who he is. Rangiku and 3rd Place Bronze Team Sentarō Kotsubaki and Kiyone Kotetsu appear in front of
Ukitake and Hitsugaya as the smiling Muramasa. Appearing in front of Muramasa, Komamura asked him how he knew Yamamoto was not coming. When Iba called him, Komamura said they were waiting and asked Muramasa what he had done with Yamamoto. Komamura activated his Bankai, Kokujō Tengen Myō'ō, when Muramasa refused to answer his questions about
Yamamoto. Muramasa did not answer, prompting Komamura to put his hand on his Zanpakutō while declaring he would defeat his answer. When Komamura slashes at him, Muramasa jumps back and gestures at the assemble people with his hands, causing a gust of wind to rise against the Shinigami as Ikkaku notes this just becomes interesting. Yumichika asks Ikkaku if they
should participate, but Iba appears in front of them with Shunpo and tells them to step back, as Komamura is fighting Muramasa and they will be wounded if they join in. Meanwhile, Komamura activated Bankai, his Kokujō Tengen Myō'ō, looming over Muramasa when Komamura asked Muramasa to reveal Yamamoto's location. Kokujō Tengen Myō'ō raised his sword in the air to
prepare for attack. When Muramasa declares Komamura's attacks will not touch him, Komamura announces they will see and prepare to attack. When Kokujō Tengen Myō'ō raised his sword, Ukitake appeared surprised and shouted at Komamura to look behind him. Komamura looks back at Kokujō Tengen Myō'ō'ō's blade, causing Iba to call him. As the dust cleared, Komamura
stood up next to the giant blade as Hitsugaya wondered what had happened. Suì-Fēng stated that Zanpakutō could not attack its owner, Shunsui expressed embarrassment, and Renji wondered what was going on. Mayuri claims this is fascinating when Komamura stands up. Tenken defeated Komamura with a single after manifesting in front of him. A gust of wind blew through
the area as Muramasa chuckles. The wind stops blowing when Komamura gets up and asks Tenken who he is. When fire ing comes from Tenken's mouth, Komamura recognizes him as Tenken and begins to ask him how he was here before Tenken attacks him, forcing Komamura to stop. Pushing Tenken's blade away, Komamura slashes at him, only for Tenken to move away
and wrap a pair of fiery bolas around Komamura's arm. As Komamura roars against the rope, Tenken pulls him forward before slashing him with a flaming sword, clearly shocking the other shinigami present. Hitsugaya noticed hyōrinmaru did not enter its Shikai shape even after he called its release order. Komamura wondered how this could happen before collapsing. Calling
Komamura, Iba begins to run towards him, only for Yumichika to grab his arm and tell him to wait. When Iba told Yumichika to let go, Hitsugaya jumped into the air and released Hyōrinmaru when Suì-Fēng released Suzumebachi. When Hitsugaya noticed Hyōrinmaru had not entered its Shikai form, Tenken attacked him with his whip. Dodging the air, Hitsugaya lands in front of
Tenken when Rangiku calls him. A confused Hitsugaya looks at his blade and notes Shikai does not work as Suì-Fēng confirms this. When the lieutenants painted their Zanpakutō, Renji attempted to free Zabimaru, only to express confusion when nothing happened. Ikkaku failed to liberate his Zanpakutō, which Shikai partly cancelled. When Rangiku failed to free Haineko, Ikkaku
smashed into the skin and rolled his sword together and tried to free Hōzukimaru, only for the whirlwind around the rolling and the skin layer to disperse instead of expanding. Renji wondered what was wrong with his Zanpakutō before noting that there was no Reiatsu inside it. When Momo asks What's wrong with Tobiume, Mayuri confirms Renji's observation and says that
Reiatsu of his blade is absent. When Mayuri asked why, Muramasa smiled and said that their Shinigami and Zanpakutō Souls were no longer united before putting their hands on their faces and claiming he had freed the Zanpakutō Souls from Shinigami's control. Several explosions occurred throughout Seireitei on Muramasa's orders. As Isane wondered if this was possible, a
drop of blood dripped from Muramasa's right eye as he gestured with his arm. When several explosions occurred behind Muramasa via Seireitei, Rukia wondered what this was when Renji asked Muramasa what he was trying to do now. Muramasa noted that it was not him before revealing the Zanpakutō soul of the current shinigami responsible for the destruction. Momo denies
this, but Muramasa says it is true and reiterates his claim of liberated Zanpakutō souls Shinigami's control before Muramasa laughs. In Seireitei, a bell rings as some Shinigami try out of a fire in a burning building. Kazeshini claims this is too easy after cutting some unseated Shinigami. When one of the Shinigami points out someone standing on the roof, the other Shinigami
wonder who it is and if he is an intruder. Laughing, the man, revealing himself as Kazeshini, moves to the Shinigami and gleefully cuts them down. Kazeshini laughs frantically and jumps into the air before throwing his kusarigama at two more Shinigami, also cutting them down. As Shinigami wonder who he is and why he is attacking them, Kazeshini chooses his kusarigama and
claims this is too easy before further shinigami cuts. Like other Shinigami watches, Tobiume wondered if Kazeshini was too savage with his attacks. Ice cubes crossed Hōzukimaru's face to attract his attention. Shinigami returns in surprise when Tobiume greets them, saying they should start running, and start filming. As Tobiume spins around, the bells on her hair burst into
flames and throw fireballs at the Shinigami, who dodges. Sorry, Tobiume says she doesn't have time to play with all of them and moves into the air, where she throws fireballs into the buildings below, causing them to burst into flames. Elsewhere, as some Shinigami hold up a ladder, Hōzukimaru laughs and throws them away before declaring the Shinigami no chance. As small
blocks of ice passed, Hōzukimaru looked back, where he saw Sode no Shirayuki standing on the roof. The huge ice wave of Sode no Shirayuki engulfing the shinigami has not yet been created. Telling Hōzukimaru that they had been summoned, Sode no Shirayuki created a large amount of ice from her outstretched hand. Hōzukimaru snore in mockery and moved away as the ice
enveloped the Shinigami. At Sōkyoku Hill, Muramasa wiped the blood off his cheeks while claiming it was a testament to shinigami's beginning to understand the power of his comrades. When Muramasa told the Shinigami to witness the true forms of their Zanpakutō spirit, Zanpakutō spirits appeared above them. Hitsugaya realizes the spirits Zanpakutō tried to express himself
when Hyōrinmaru appeared beside him before stepping forward. Ashisogi Jizō appears alongside Mayuri. When Renji declares this to be insane, Senbonzakura manifests next to Byakuya before stepping forward. Ashisogi Jizō appears next to Mayuri before floating forward as Ukitake wondered how this was possible. Haineko manifests near Rukia before going forward as
Shunsui says this is crazy. Arriving at Rangiku, Haineko put her hand on Rangiku's shoulder and leaned towards her before pushing Rangiku and told her to get out of the way. When Rangiku expressed shock at his rudeness, Haineko moved away as the Zanpakutō Spirits above the Shinigami fell to the ground. Zanpakutō Spiritual Tower on shinigami. and have Muramasa reveal
her identity. Revealing his name, Muramasa claims tonight to mark the end of the Shinigami's reign for the Zanpakutō souls and that Zanpakutō spirits will rule the Shinigami. Muramasa showed the shape of his sword and crashed it to the ground, causing the ground to rise in segments, allowing the Zanpakutō Souls to tower over the Shinigami. Shinigami Zanpakutō Introduces
Mayuri through Zangetsu. 12th Fleet Captain Mayuri Kurotsuchi introduces Ichigo Kurosaki's Zanpakutō, Zangetsu. After passing through Shikai, Bankai, its special abilities and mental form, he asks Ichigo to use some of it in this ring. As Mayuri holds his Zanpakutō, transforms into its expression spirit and flies away, Ichigo begins to tell Mayuri something about his own role in the
ring. The characters in order of appearance Fights The Rebellion Begins: Rise of Muramasa Powers and Techniques used Techniques used: Shinigami techniques used: Zanpakutō released: Shikai: Bankai: Episodes Anime Only Episodes Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Note.
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